Forward-Looking Security Technology

UNMATCHED EXPERTISE

For over 40 years, DAQ Electronics has been a leader in the field of high-speed electronic automation, serving applications in both the Physical Security and SCADA markets. Our security technology provides state-of-the-art solutions for access control, intrusion detection, and video management and has been installed at some of the most secure locations in the world, including US military bases and the Pentagon.

DAQ leverages our strong background in military applications to create high-performance security systems and devices.

TECHNOLOGY HIGHLIGHTS

- Multiple industry awards for access control hardware and software innovation
- Systems architected for simple integration of emerging technologies and standards
- Flexible platforms are easily scalable and open for future expansion
- Security software and equipment now a standard for US Department of Defense applications

TRULY OPEN SOLUTIONS

A long-time advocate for industry standardization, DAQ utilizes published, open protocols in all of our security platform designs.

Leaving behind traditional, proprietary technologies, DAQ commercial access control systems are built upon BACnet® protocol, providing open interfaces to thousands of compliant platforms and devices.

This emphasis on interoperability enables seamless communication with the most commonly used 3rd-party security devices and access control panels.

By supporting the ASHRAE BACnet® protocol standard, we allow users to directly interface with building automation devices and maximize the operating efficiency of their facilities.
SCALABLE TECHNOLOGY

Developed through decades of focus on the exacting requirements of the US Department of Defense, DAQ’s security platforms deliver powerful, yet scalable solutions - from simple door control applications to large campus and regional environments. For mid to entry-level systems, the StarWatch™ SMS software suite is coupled with EntroStar™ access control panels to offer PoE/PoE+, native BACnet technology, all in an easy to install, easy to maintain package.

For more demanding security scenarios, our military-proven platform employs innovative solutions to counter today’s newest security threats, facilitating complete situational awareness across all entry points, critical zones, and perimeters.

The flexibility of our product suite allows dealers and system users to effectively address their unique security requirements and easily expand upon existing systems.

INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP

Renowned for unparalleled dedication to our customers and offering the premier software and hardware platforms in the industries we serve, DAQ is proud to play a key role in enhancing industrial infrastructure and improving homeland security.

Please contact us today to learn more about the way forward in security.

CONTACT

DAQ Electronics, LLC
262B Old New Brunswick Road
Piscataway, NJ 08854 USA
T 732.981.0050  F 732.981.0058
www.daq.net
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